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Abstract – One of the key issues in the next generation 

wireless cellular networks is to support multiple services, in 
which call admission control policy has to guarantee the different 
Quality of Service (QoS) requirement from diverse applications, 
and at the same time ensure the scarce bandwidth be utilized 
efficiently. In this paper, we first build upon our proposed Dual 
Threshold Bandwidth Reservation (DTBR) scheme to integrate 
more realistic, variable data traffic, and then proceed to analyze 
the DTBR scheme using two-dimensional Markov process. Both 
analysis and simulation results indicate that, by keeping target 
handoff voice call dropping probability, adoption of elastic data 
traffic model can reduce handoff voice call dropping probability 
and improve overall system award; by adjusting the threshold 
values in the DTBR, we demonstrate that it is capable of 
satisfying different QoS requirements for voice and data traffic 
while achieving the maximum utility.   

Index Terms – Call admission control, guarded channel policy, 
handoff, and wireless cellular networks 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

    The next generation wireless cellular networks will provide 
multimedia services with different quality of service (QoS) 
requirements. The typical examples are the four service 
classes defined in UMTS/IMT-2000 [15], where: 1) 
conversational class provides high quality access for the 
demanding user who wishes to receive bandwidth guarantees 
during the whole serving period; 2) streaming class is 
designed to carry high bandwidth, variable bit rate services 
such as medium/high quality video or teleconferencing 
service; 3) interactive class supports less demanding services 
typically supported by today’s best effort IP networks, 
including file transfer, web browsing or telnet; 4) background 
class is of best effort, and is designed to receive the bandwidth 
left over by higher priority service classes, including e-mail or 
low quality file transfer. Along with the evolution of wireless 
cellular networks from voice-centric to multi-services, 
micro/pico-cellular architectures will be adopted in order to 
provide higher capacity under the limited radio spectrum. 
Smaller cell architecture potentially results in more handoffs, 
making it more important to guarantee the necessary QoS of 
handoff calls, since premature termination of connected calls 

is usually more undesirable than rejection of a new call 
request. Thus, effective call admission control strategies 
should be incorporated into base stations to guarantee 
stringent QoS requirements of handoff calls.  
  
    Call admission control has been extensively studied in 
single-service wireless cellular networks. For conversational 
voice-alike service, the Guarded Channel (GC) schemes have 
been shown to be effective for providing the necessary QoS 
guarantee in terms of both call termination and call blocking 
probabilities [1, 2]; while for streaming-alike video services, 
due to the nature of rate adaptation, graceful bandwidth 
degradation schemes have been proposed to provide low 
handoff dropping probability and forced termination 
probability [9, 10, 11]. One of the key challenges in moving to 
a multi-service system is that the limited bandwidth has to be 
shared among multiple traffics. In [3] a Complete Sharing 
(CS) and Complete Partition (CP) schemes were investigated 
for two types of traffic, namely narrow-band and wideband. It 
assumed that wideband traffic does not have handoff. Huang 
et al. proposed a movable boundary allocation scheme for 
voice and data traffic [4], where bandwidth is divided into two 
sub-pools whose allocation can be dynamically adjusted. This 
facilitates the bandwidth provisioning for different QoS 
requirements and is adaptive to the changing traffic.  
 
    In our previous work [5, 6], we proposed a Dual Threshold 
Bandwidth Reservation (DTBR) scheme to integrate voice and 
data services. Analysis and simulation results [6] reveal that, 
by proper adjustment of thresholds values, DTBR scheme can 
guarantee target handoff dropping probability and at the same 
time maintain low call blocking probability according to the 
relative prioritization of different services. But the maximum 
channel utilization in [6] is less than 0.8 under given traffic 
conditions. This is because in [6], data calls are assumed to 
take fixed bandwidth (e.g. B). When the number of available 
channels is less than B, new data calls cannot be accepted and 
these idle channels will be wasted, thus leads to relative low 
total channel utilization.  
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    In order to improve total channel utilization, we build upon 
the DTBR scheme to capture elastic data traffic, i.e., data calls 
can take bandwidth from a range of values [ minB , maxB ]. 
Ideally, it is assumed that each data connection is always 
provided with the maximum bandwidth maxB  if available 
channels can accommodate. When this is not feasible, data 
calls equally share the bandwidth left for them. This data 
traffic model may cover the interactive service class defined 
in UMTS/IMT-2000 [15] and including the background 
service class if minB  is set to near zero. Although similar data 
traffic model was adopted by call admission control schemes 
in [7, 8], the key distinctive features in our proposed scheme 
are that 1) voice calls were not endowed with preemptive 
priority, thus non-independent voice and data subsystem; and 
2) the bandwidth can be dynamically allocated according to 
the current traffic loading in the system.  
 
    The rest of the paper is organized as follow. We describe 
the traffic models and DTBR policy in Section 2. We present 
the analytical models in Section 3, following by the numerical 
studies in Section 4. We conclude the paper and present the 
possible avenue for further study in Section 5.  
 

2. TRAFFIC MODEL AND CALL ADMISSION CONTROL STRATEGY 

    We consider a mobile wireless network with a cellular 
infrastructure. A mobile within a cell communicates with 
others through the base station. When a mobile moves across a 
cell boundary, a handoff occurs. If there is insufficient 
bandwidth in the new cell that the mobile is moving into, the 
handoff could be dropped. 
 
A. Traffic Model and Assumptions 

    Since voice calls are delay and delay-jitter sensitive, fixed 
bandwidth (one channel is used following the convention) 
should always be maintained during the whole serving period. 
 
    Data calls are loss sensitive and delay tolerant. Data loss 
can be protected by packet re-transmission, while delay 
tolerance is equivalent to the acceptance of a variable service 
rate. Take Transport Control Protocol (TCP) for example. 
When a wireless data connection encounters a congested area 
wherein the total available bandwidth is smaller than the total 
instantaneous capacity required by wireless terminals in the 
area, the end-to-end TCP entity could reduce the flow of new 
packets into the networks by reducing the window size. In 
other words, the wireless bandwidth of that cell will be shared 
by all wireless connections within that cell [7]. Thus in this 
paper, we assume data calls are elastic, i.e., they can take 
bandwidth from a range of values [ minB , maxB ]. Further 
underlying assumptions about data calls are made as below. 
 
1) Data call is greedy, in the sense that it always attempts to 

occupy the maximum bandwidth maxB  if the available 
bandwidth can accommodate; otherwise, they will share 

equally the bandwidth left for them, but the allowed 
bandwidth should be great than or equal to minB .  

 
2) Each time when the system changes its state (i.e. due to 

calls arrival and departure), wireless terminals can 
readjust their transmission rate after an infinitesimal 
amount of time.  

 
3) The buffers at the IP packet layer are large enough to 

absorb the IP packets until upper layer protocol (e.g. 
TCP) throttles the senders. 

 
    Noticing that this data traffic model can cover a wide range 
of applications such as the interactive service class defined in 
UMTS/IMT-2000 [15]. Specifically, if minB  is made approach 
zero, wide used best effort type is included.  
 

B. Dual-Threshold Bandwidth Reservation (DTBR) 

    Based on complete sharing scheme and guarded channel 
policy, we proposed the DTBR call admission control scheme 
in [5, 6], where both voice and data calls are assumed to take 
constant bandwidth during the whole serving period. Here, we 
extend DTBR to accommodate elastic data services. 
 
    Assume there are a total of C channels in each cell. In the 
DTBR scheme (see Fig. 1), C channels of each cell are 
divided into three regions by two thresholds 1K  and 2K . In 
order to guarantee the target handoff voice call dropping 
probability, new voice calls can only use 1K  out of the total C 
channels, while data calls (new or handoff) can only use 2K  
out of the total C channels. Assume currently there are i voice 
calls and j data calls in the system, and consider jointly the 
greedy nature (see Section 2.A.) of data calls, the admission 
control scheme can be described as below. 
 

• When a handoff voice call arrives, if 
CjBi ≤++ min)1( , it will be accepted. Otherwise, it 

will be dropped. 
 
• When a new voice call arrives, if 1min)1( KjBi ≤++ , it 

will be accepted. Otherwise, it will be blocked. 
 
• When a data call (new or handoff) arrives, if 

2min)1( KBji ≤++ , it will be accepted. Otherwise, it 
will be blocked. 

 
    When a call (voice or data) releases all the channels it was 
using in the cell, all the data calls still in-progress in the cell 
will share equally those released bandwidth. If all the active 
data calls have the maximum bandwidth maxB  or reach it with 
part of the released channels, the channels not used are made 
available for future requests. 
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    Under this basic control model, the handoff voice call 
obtains the highest priority, while data call receives the lowest 
service. The reason is that the data traffic is delay tolerant and 
data loss can be recovered by upper layer protocols, while 
voice cannot. There can be a number of variations using this 
basic model. For example, whether or not to use a queue to 
further buffer the handoff request when the requested channels 
are not available. This has been shown to reduce the handoff 
dropping probability [1, 5]. In this study, for simplicity, we 
only consider the DTBR scheme without queuing. 
 

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

    We consider a homogeneous wireless network where all 
cells have the same number of channels and experience the 
similar new and handoff call arrival rates. In each cell, the 
arrivals of new voice calls, new data calls, handoff voice calls 
and handoff data calls are Poisson distributed with arrival rate 

vnλ , dnλ , vhλ  and dhλ  respectively. Thus the total voice call 
arrival rate and data call arrival rate are vhvnv λλλ +=  and 

dhdnd λλλ +=  respectively. Since data can usually tolerate 
some degree of service degradation, new data calls and 
handoff data calls are not distinguished. Call duration times or 
call holding times of voice and data are exponentially 
distributed with the average call duration time vrµ/1  and 

drµ/1 . In addition, the cell residence time for voice and data 
calls is exponentially distributed with mean vhµ/1  and dhµ/1  
respectively. Thus, the channel occupancy times for voice and 
data calls are exponentially distributed with mean 

)/(1/1 vhvrv µµµ +=  and )/(1/1 dhdrd µµµ +=  respectively. 
This set of assumptions have been found to be reasonable as 
long as the number mobiles is much larger than the number of 
channels in a cell, and have been widely used in literature [1-
5]. The exponential call holding time has also been shown to 
be valid for a wide range of systems [13, 14]. 
 
    Let jiP ,  represent the probability that there are i voice calls 
and j data calls in the system, where Ci ≤≤0  and Tj ≤≤0 . 

Here 



=

min

2
B

KT  is the largest number of data calls the 

system can accommodate, and  x  represents the greatest 
integer less than or equal to x. Thus, the general balance 
equation can be described as  
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where V

ji,λ , D
ji,λ , V

ji,µ  and D
ji,µ  are state dependent voice call 

arrival rate, data call arrival rate, voice call service rate and 
data call service rate, respectively. 
 

    Let  max2 / BKM =  denote the largest number of data calls 
with maximum bandwidth ( maxB ) system can support. If we 
assume there is only data call in the system (i.e., 0=i ), then: 
when j is less than or equal to M, all data calls will be served 
with the maximum bandwidth maxB ; when j is great than M, 
all data calls will be served with allowed bandwidth B, where 

maxmin BBB <≤ , and the total channel occupied by data calls 
is 2K . Thus when the system is in (i, j) state, the number of 
busy channels in the system is  
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    For the convenience of presentation, we introduce following 
two indicator functions: 
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    For real time services such as variable bit rate video, when 
the network is in congestion, some less important part of video 
packet can be compressed with only graceful degradation of 
receiving quality which can be endured by users [9, 10, 11]. 
But on the other hand, for data services such as FTP, Internet 
type traffics etc., the integrity of data packets must be 
maintained. Thus, when the network is in congestion, no part 
of data packet can be discarded. The result is that the holding 
time of this class of data calls typically depends on the 
throughput. For example, the transfer of a file would take half 
of the time with twice throughput. So, in this study, we 
assume data calls are serviced with ideal departure rate drµ  
[12] if they are provided with maximum bandwidth maxB . But 
the real instantaneous departure rate of data calls is 
proportional to the actual bandwidth of each call. So, when 
data calls are serviced with the maximum bandwidth maxB , the 
average service rate is dhdrd µµµ += .  
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    When the system is in (i, j) state, all j data calls will be 

served with the bandwidth of ))(,,min( 2
max j

iC
j

KB − . So, 

for Ci ≤≤1  and Tj ≤≤1 , and considering jointly that the 
average cell residence duration dhµ/1  will not change along 
with the changing of serving bandwidth, the state dependent 
voice and data call service rate V

ji,µ  and D
ji,µ  are: 
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V
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    After solving balance equations (1) together with 
normalization condition ∑ ∑= = =C

i
T
j jiP0 0 , 1 , we can obtain the 

system steady probability jiP , . Then system performance 
measures such as handoff voice call dropping probability 
( vdP ), voice call blocking probability ( vbP ), data call blocking 
probability ( dbP ) and average channel utilization (η ) can be 
obtained as below. 
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    These performance measures are greatly influenced by the 
selections of the threshold values of ),( 21 KK . In order to 
evaluate how ),( 21 KK  values impact on the total system 
performance, we introduce following system award function 
 

ηαα ++−= )loglog( 102101
dbvb PPAward ,                   (13) 

where 121 =+ αα . We don’t include handoff voice call 
dropping probability vdP  in above equation; the reason is that 
handoff voice call dropping probability is much more 

important than other performance measures. Thus, throughout 
this paper, we always keep handoff voice call dropping 
probability below a given target value, namely QoSP . On the 
other hand, voice/data call blocking probability and channel 
utilization are treated equally in (13), this is because efficient 
call admission control schemes should seek to maximize the 
average channel utilization while satisfying user’s QoS 
requirements. As for weighting factors 1α  and 2α , they are 
chosen to privilege the voice or data call blocking probability 
according to the perspective of users.  
 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND REMARKS 

    In this section, we present numerical results of DTBR 
scheme. In order to validate the accuracy of the analysis, we 
also develop an event-driven simulation. For the sake of 
comparing with the results in [6], similar configurations are 
assumed. The total channel number C of each cell is set to be 
30 and the maximum bandwidth requirement of data calls 

maxB  is set to be 2. The data call intensity dρ  is set to be 7, 

with the average arrival rate of 1007.0 −= Sdλ  and the 

average service rate of 1001.0 −= Sdµ , where 10008.0 −= Sdrµ  

and 10002.0 −= Sdhµ  respectively. This is reasonable for 
typical Internet type of traffic [16]. For voice call, the average 
service rate is assumed to be 10083.0 −= Svµ  (equivalently, 
the average voice call holding time is about 2 minutes), while 
the voice call intensity can vary from 6 to 16. 
 
    We set the target of the handoff voice call dropping 
probability ( QoSP ) to be 310−  [2], and study the system 
performance under a wide range of call intensity. For the 
determination of ),( 21 KK  value for DTBR scheme, we first 
set the value for 1K , then change the value of 2K  from high 
( 1K ) to low. 
  
    Figs. 2 to 5 depict the system performance when 

vvh λλ 2.0=  (i.e., 20 percent of voice call arrivals are handoff), 
the cases with 2min =B  means that data calls take constant 
bandwidth during the whole lifetime. Fig. 2 demonstrates that, 
under given traffic conditions, the cases with 1min =B  can 
provide much lower handoff voice call dropping probability 
than the cases with 2min =B . The reason is that, by 
adopting 1min =B , control policy can compress the bandwidth 
of in-progress data calls to accommodate more handoff voice 
calls. 
   
    Fig. 3 indicates that, under given traffic conditions and 
keeping target handoff voice call dropping probability, the 
average channel utilization can be improved greatly by 
adopting elastic data traffic model, specifically, the maximum 
channel utilization can be improved from 0.78 to near 0.9. The 
reason is that, by adopting 2min =B  (i.e., constant 
bandwidth), when the number of available channels is less 
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than 2min =B , new data calls cannot be accepted and these 
idle channels will be wasted, thus leads to relative low total 
channel utilization. On the other hand, when adopting 

1min =B , the bandwidth of in-progress data calls can be 
compressed to accept new data calls, thus the probability of 
channel wasting will be decreased. The result is the improving 
of channel utilization. Intuitively, if we further decrease the 
value of minB , almost no channel will be wasted under high 
traffic intensity. 
 
    From Fig. 3 we can observe that, among different values of 

),( 21 KK , the case with one threshold ( 2721 == KK ) has the 
highest channel utilization. The reason is that, in this case, no 
priority is given to new voice calls. Except a small amount of 
channels are reserved for handoff voice calls to keep target 
QoS, all other available channels can be shared by voice calls 
and data calls equally. Thus leads to much higher channel 
utilization. 
     
    Figs. 4 and 5 present the total award of the system when 

)1.0,9.0( 21 == αα  and )9.0,1.0( 21 == αα , respectively. 
From these two figures we can observe that, compared with 
the cases of constant data bandwidth, much higher system 
award can be achieved by adopting elastic data traffic model. 
At the same time, if handoff voice call dropping probability 
and new voice call blocking probability are the most preferred 
performance measures (e.g., 1.0,9.0 21 == αα , as indicated 
in Fig. 4), system award will increase by decreasing the value 
of 2K . This is because, along with the decreasing of 2K  
value, less channel can be used by data calls, thus leads to 
much lower new voice call blocking probability. On the other 
hand, if handoff voice call dropping probability and data call 
blocking probability are the most preferred performance 
measures (e.g., 9.0,1.0 21 == αα , as indicated in Fig. 5), 
system award will increase by increasing the value of 2K . 
This is because, along with the increasing of 2K  value, more 
channels can be used by data calls, and thus leads to much 
lower data call blocking probability. In a word, we can adjust 
the value of ),( 21 KK  to satisfy the different QoS 
requirements of voice and data users, while maximize the total 
system award. 
 
    For other values of vhλ  and minB , similar results can be 
obtained. Due to length limitation, we do not present details in 
this paper.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

    In this paper, we extend the Dual-Threshold Bandwidth 
Reservation (DTBR) scheme to integrate more realistic, 
variable service rate data traffic. From the results obtained 
from both analysis and simulation, we can conclude that, by 
keeping the stringent handoff voice call dropping probability 
under given traffic loads: (1) Adoption of elastic data traffic 
model can decrease handoff voice call dropping probability 
and improve total system award greatly; (2) DTBR scheme 
with one threshold can achieve the highest channel utilization; 
(3) The threshold values of DTBR scheme can be adjusted to 

satisfy the different QoS requirements of voice and data users 
while achieving the maximum system award. 
    Future research will extend our DTBR scheme to integrate 
streaming-like video services with rate adaptation [9, 10, 11]. 
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Figure 1. DTBR allocation scheme 
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Figure 2.  Handoff voice call dropping probability of DTBR scheme. 
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Figure 3.  Channel utilization of DTBR scheme. 
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Figure 4. System award of DTBR scheme when )1.0,9.0( 21 == αα . 
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Figure 5.  System award of DTBR scheme when )9.0,1.0( 21 == αα . 
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